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ADA CARBON SOLUTIONS
http://www.ada-cs.com/
303-962-1977
ADA Carbon Solutions is a leading provider of activated carbon products optimized for performance in emission control applications. Our flagship plant in Red River Louisiana is the largest, most automated and environmentally friendly manufacturing facility in North America focused on products for coal fired boiler mercury control. We aim to leverage our industry leading expertise in emission control and the reliability afforded by our assets to deliver superior emission control solutions. Our goal is to help our customers achieve compliance reliably and cost effectively. ADA Carbon Solutions is part of the Advanced Emissions Solutions group of companies.

ADA-ES, INC
www.advancedemissionsolutions.com/ADA-Products/Products-and-Services/default.aspx
720-598-3500
For over 20 years, ADA-ES, Inc. ("ADA") has provided proven and reliable solutions that aid in the reduction of emitted air pollutants caused by coal-fired facilities. As the trusted experts in mercury control, we partner with our customers to help them meet environmental goals while balancing business needs. ADA currently offers power plant and industrial boiler equipment and chemicals to support cost-effective compliance with environmental regulations such as the Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS), Industrial Boiler MACT, state regulations, and other EPA regulations, such as Regional Haze. ADA is part of the Advanced Emissions Solutions group of companies.

ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT RENTALS
www.atecorp.com
888-488-2832
Advanced Test Equipment Rentals (ATEC) is a leading high-tech equipment rental company that provides short and long-term test and measurement equipment for rent. ATEC provides an extensive inventory of energy, utility, environmental and test equipment solutions. ATEC is ISO-9001 certified and ISO-17025 accredited in calibration, so you know the equipment you rent from ATEC is of high quality and will provide accurate results. Our friendly and knowledgeable team is available to support all your needs. Visit www.atecorp.com

AECOM, INC.
www.aecom.com
213-593-8100
AECOM is built to deliver a better world. We design, build, finance and operate critical infrastructure assets for governments, businesses and organizations. As a fully integrated firm, we connect knowledge and experience across our global network of experts to help clients solve their most complex challenges. From high-performance buildings and infrastructure, to resilient communities and environments, to stable and secure nations, our work is transformative, differentiated and vital. A Fortune 500 firm, AECOM had revenue of approximately $20.2 billion during fiscal year 2018. See how we deliver what others can only imagine at aecom.com and @AECOM.

AI CARE, LLC
aleyrous.com
(310) 592-7919
AI CARE LLC is a boutique organization focusing on providing healthcare solutions to healthcare facilities and individuals. We are active in 40 states in USA as well as in UK and South Africa. Our main focus is to provide everyone a cost effective and a quality healthcare solutions.
### ALBEMARLE CORPORATION
**Booth:** 640

Albemarle’s Mercury Control business is a full-service, solution provider to the coal-fired utility, cement, taconite, and industrial boiler markets. We’ve been exceeding customer expectations for over two decades. We supply a variety of proprietary mercury sorbents, advanced sorbent injection systems, bromine chemicals for mercury removal, and mercury testing and demonstration services that allow us to develop advanced solutions for industries with difficult mercury challenges. For over 20 years, we’ve successfully partnered with our customers to reduce their sorbent injection rates through process optimization and providing the right product. Our environmental leadership is proven, in a series of innovative full-scale trials funded by the U.S. Department of Energy, power plants using Albemarle Sorbent Technologies’ proprietary technology experienced highly effective mercury removal from their emissions streams.

**Contact:**
- **Website:** [www.albemarle.com](http://www.albemarle.com)
- **Phone:** 225-388-7208

### ALLIED POWER LLC
**Booth:** 677

Allied Power, is focused solely on the utility industry and provides a broad suite of services and a deep commitment to customer service and engagement with employees. We are a diversified provider of services for power plants across the asset life cycle and our leadership has vast experience in the utility market and relentless focus in nuclear generation.

**Contact:**
- **Website:** [www.alliedpwr.com](http://www.alliedpwr.com)
- **Phone:** 225-412-6455

### AMERICAN ECOTECH
**Booth:** 387

American Ecotech provides the best priced, highest quality gas analyzers for CEMS and ambient applications, for industry, government, and research organizations. We offer the Ecotech Serinus model gas analyzers for NOx, CO, CO2, NH3, H2S, O3. The Serinus series gas analyzers provide state-of-the-art features, excellent sensitivity, and proven reliability, and are US EPA Equivalent Method certified. They are designed to accurately monitor combustion processes with high reliability, and repeatability while meeting all US EPA and international standards for compliance monitoring. Our gas analyzers are operating successfully around the world in the smelting, power generation, refining, chemical and minerals processing industries. If you are seeking the best priced, best quality gas analyzers, then please come meet together with us at Booth # 387 or email us at info@AmericanEcotech.com

**Contact:**
- **Website:** [www.americanechodtech.com](http://www.americanechodtech.com)
- **Phone:** 401-247-0100

### AMP-CHEROKEE
**Booth:** 567

AMP-Cherokee provides turnkey CEMS, PEMS, DAS and FTIR systems to industrial and power generation sources for regulatory compliance and process performance measurements. Our nationwide field services and equipment rentals provide endusers and tracking test firms with gas analyzers and testing accessories, temporary and rental monitoring systems. Contact us at 800-399.4236 or sales@ampcherokee.com

**Contact:**
- **Website:** [www.ampcherokee.com](http://www.ampcherokee.com)
- **Phone:** 800-399-4236

### APEX INSTRUMENTS
**Booth:** 388

Apex Instruments is an industry leader in manufacturing equipment for source sampling solutions for more than 30 years. All equipment is designed by experienced stack testers for emissions testing using US EPA regulations. Apex Instruments offers quality products and services ranging from isokinetic and gas sampling to calibration and repair. Collaborating with clients on custom solutions with quick turn around, Apex Instruments continues to stay in the forefront of the industry.

**Contact:**
- **Website:** [www.apexinst.com](http://www.apexinst.com)
- **Phone:** (800) 882-3214

### AQUA METROLOGY SYSTEMS
**Booth:** 385

Aqua Metrology Systems (AMS) is a leader in the prediction, control and treatment of disinfection byproducts (i.e., THMs) and trace metals, across municipal and industrial sectors. Our online analytical instrumentation provides accurate and reliable data on water quality contaminants through continuous monitoring. Our real-time solutions drive intelligent water treatment systems by ensuring that system performance is optimized to avoid under- or over-treatment and that any deterioration in performance is signaled to permit timely remedial intervention. Our SafeGuard H2O™ is an intelligent water treatment system integrating real-time sensing with an innovative approach for removing hexavalent chromium, lead, mercury and selenium.

**Contact:**
- **Website:** [www.aquametrosystems.com](http://www.aquametrosystems.com)
- **Phone:** 408-523-1900

### ARETE
**Booth:** 475

ARETE is founded on the core belief that clients are at the heart of our business, energy moves all in the universe, and our employees deliver solutions to support our energy challenges. The ARETE consultants deliver flexible capacity, problem solving solutions, and engineering services to our energy providing clients. Engaging ARETE means engaging a team of domain experts, experienced in tackling the biggest challenges and opportunities facing the energy industry. As a result, ARETE professionals have developed the Risk Assessment Profiler (RAP) which is a web-based application and a project management tool that identifies project risks, scorecards, risk probability, schedule and budget impacts, and provides risk register management.

**Contact:**
- **Website:** [www.arete-inc.com](http://www.arete-inc.com)
- **Phone:** 888-99-ARETE (888-992-7383)

### ATLANTIUM TECHNOLOGIES, LTD
**Booth:** 562

Atlantium’s Hydro-Optic™ (HOD) UV system is a proven, and effective environmentally friendly non-chemical alternative for disinfection and dechlorination needs across power, hydroelectric and industrial applications. The HOD UV technology helps facilities to improve the quality of their boiler feed water, increase pre-filter and RO membrane life, improve heat exchanger performance, improve permeate quality, eliminate macro/micro fouling, and reduce maintenance and operational costs. The HOD UV system is unique in its ability to automatically and efficiently maintain a UV dose to meet application-specific needs. For more information, visit Atlantium.com or call +1 (714) 305-6111.

**Contact:**
- **Website:** [www.atlantium.com](http://www.atlantium.com)
- **Phone:** 714-305-6111
ATLAS CARBON
atlascarbonllc.com
Atlas Carbon proudly manufactures activated carbon in the heart of the Powder River Basin. We have modernized the way activated carbon is manufactured using our patented technology to produce a range of products including a highly competitive product in both performance and value for use in mercury removal. We understand the diversity of the industry and each individual system and the Atlas technology has the ability to optimize a product for the specific needs of a customer.

AXETRIS AG
www.axetris.com
+1 (844) AXETRIS
Axetris AG is your partner for compact, high-speed-sensitive mass flow controllers; efficient modulated blackbody mid-IR sources and stable, specific laser diode gas analysis; and high quality optical microarrays. Along with our experienced engineering team, advanced MEMs foundry capabilities and total quality management approach, Axetris works to ensure our customers remain ahead of their field, now and in the future. We continue to actively develop and produce sensors and optical components in our cleanroom today. Axetris AG has been serving OEMs in instrumentation, since 1999 as an ISO 9001/2000 certified and ISO TS 16949 compliant supplier.

BOWEN
www.bowensapp.com
317-842-2616
Bowen is a self-performing general contractor with operation centers across the country. Bowen delivers owners strong EPC and self-perform construction services including site, civil, structural, boilemaker and mechanical work. With a 50+ year history in Energy, Industrial and Water/Wastewater markets, Bowen is ready to help you solve your CCR and ELG-related challenges. In addition to running outage work, Bowen is experienced in adding new environmental water / air quality controls and has constructed over 1,000 treatment facilities including phys-chem, biological, evaporator systems. We serve clients across the US by striving to be the most Resourceful and Responsive construction company anywhere, all with the goal of bringing you the best Results on your project.

BOYER TRUCKS
www.boyertrucks.com
612-627-6515
Boyer Trucks, a leading supplier of light, medium and heavy duty vocational trucks in business since 1927. We’ve developed relationships with a diversified commercial customer base, providing turnkey solutions, meeting customer application needs and are dedicated to learning what is available today and in the future. We participate in numerous industry expos, conferences, OEM and customer meetings. Boyer Trucks offers Ford, Freightliner, Western Star, International, and Isuzu brands.

BURNS & MCDONNELL ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC.
www.burnsmcd.com
816-333-9400
At Burns & McDonnell, our engineers, architects, construction professionals, scientists and consultants do more than plan, design and construct. With a mission unchanged since 1898 — make our clients successful — our more than 6,000 professionals partner with you on the toughest challenges, constantly working to make the world an amazing place. As a 100 percent employee-owned firm ranking in the top 1 percent for safety, each professional brings an ownership mentality to our projects. That means we think like owners, working through each challenge until it’s resolved, exceeding our clients’ goals. This dedication and drive positions us as an industry leader.

CALGON CARBON CORPORATION
www.calgoncarbon.com
412-787-6700
Nobody knows carbon better than Calgon Carbon. As the activated carbon industry forerunner, we currently offer carbon technologies used in over 700 distinct market applications. Calgon Carbon’s advanced FLUEPAC® products for mercury removal provide coal fired power plants, general manufacturers and industrial boilers with the highest-performing treatment options and best overall value. Specifically designed to treat a variety of flue gas compositions, FLUEPAC reduces injection rates by up to 90%, is effective in the most challenging configurations, and is fly ash-friendly, which saves utilities money. When evaluating mercury removal solutions, choose Calgon Carbon’s Advanced FLUEPAC products...because performance matters.
### EUEC 2019 Exhibiting Companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Booth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CALIFORNIA ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTS</strong></td>
<td>651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">www.gasonalyzers.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>714-974-5560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For more than 30 years, California Analytical Instruments, Inc. has produced the highest-quality gas analyzers and emission-monitoring systems for industrial, Environmental, Process and Automotive applications. Bottom line: our instruments can accurately measure just about any gas. At CAI, we offer far more than mere technology. Our customer support is simply the best in the business. With 30,000 analyzers in the field – and thousands of customers, CAI is uniquely equipped to deliver optimal solutions for a variety of analytical needs, including yours.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CARBONXT, INC.</strong></td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">www.carbonxt.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>352-378-4950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbonxt® is a leading provider of oxidizing, non-halogenated Powered Activated Carbons (PACs) and domestically manufactured activated carbon pellets for emissions control applications. Each Cxt PAC family has the flexibility to be enhanced with our proprietary oxidizing additive and/or an extremely low percentage of bromine for enhanced oxidation and optimal sorbent performance. With a primary focus on the continual development and manufacturing of advanced engineered sorbents, Carbonxt® provides mercury removal solutions to meet stringent compliance requirements and individual plant needs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CEM SERVICE GROUP</strong></td>
<td>654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">www.cemservicroup.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215-795-0188</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusively dedicated to CEMS integration, service &amp; support since 1997. Featuring the CEMSentry™3000 Continuous Emission Monitoring System custom configured for your specific application: Dilution or extractive, NOx, SO2, CO, CO2, O2, THC, HAP'S, FTIR, Hg, Providing turn-key installations/upsgrades; hardware &amp; software, commissioning, training, performance testing, QA audits, preventive maintenance, sample line installations and complete field service &amp; support. CEMS leasing, trailers, gas analyzers, conditioners, probes, sample-lines, valve manifolds &amp; equipment rentals. CEMS Consulting; regulatory submittals, QA/ monitoring plans, protocols &amp; RATA’s. “Continuously Securing Your Compliance Since 1997”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CEMENTEX PRODUCTS, INC.</strong></td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">cementexusa.com/</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800-654-1292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cementex is a closely-held corporation recognized throughout the industry as the only double-insulated hand tool supplier which controls the entire manufacturing process from insulation through testing with an unparalleled commitment to quality and delivery. Our design-driven company produces innovative tools while remaining committed to being a low-cost manufacturer. The tools are our core business, not an add-on or up-sell; we are the safety tool specialists.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CEMS EXPERTS</strong></td>
<td>601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">www.cems-experts.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>805-523-8700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For over 20 years, CEMS Experts has been a leading manufacturer, integrator, reseller, and service provider laser-focused on continuous emissions monitoring systems (CEMS) for compliance, process and safety. With deep knowledge and experience spanning several industries around the globe including oil &amp; gas, power generation &amp; renewables, manufacturing &amp; chemicals, we have delivered turn-key hardware &amp; software CEMS implementations with the highest reliability and lowest Total Cost of Ownership. From new systems to rental units, from emergency outages to fully-featured service contracts, CEMS Experts is committed to our customers’ success and making CEMS easy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHAOTICWATERS, INC.</strong></td>
<td>589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">www.chaoticwatersinc.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>416-845-5999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAOTICWATERS INC. is a self-funded, fee for service Water Treatment Solutions Corporation. What makes Chaoticwaters Inc. different and unique, is our abilities. We have the ability to treat polluted waters, instantly all without the use of Chemicals, or Filters. Our process uses 99% less energy than current methods. The entire system fits in a Shipping Container and can treat up to 1,000 GPD, with a 700K GPD in development. We are 100% environmentally friendly, and sustainable. There is no waste water we cannot improve the quality of, or totally restore.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHARAH SOLUTIONS, INC.</strong></td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">www.charah.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>502-245-1353</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A leading provider of environmental and maintenance services with 30 years of experience, Charah® Solutions, Inc. is a leading provider of environmental and maintenance services to the power generation industry, with operations in coal-fired and nuclear power generation sites across the country. Based in Louisville, Kentucky, Charah Solutions assists utilities with all aspects of managing and recycling ash byproducts generated from the combustion of coal in the production of electricity as well as routine power plant maintenance and outage services for coal and nuclear energy providers. The company also designs and implements solutions for ash pond management and closure, landfill construction, fly ash and slag sales, and structural fill projects. Charah Solutions is the partner of choice for solving customers' most complex environmental challenges. Brands: Charah, CCP, CCR, SCM, Ash, Fly Ash, Bottom Ash, Gypsum, FGD, Pozatec, Fluidized Bed, Slag Cement, Pozzolan, PondX, Ash Pond, Synthetic Liner, Beneficiation, Grinding, Landfill, Price, Allied, SC8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLAYBORN LAB</strong></td>
<td>382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">www.claybornlab.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530-587-4700</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clayborn Lab is a manufacturer of heated sample lines for the CEMS and portable Stack testing marketplace. Since 1963, our electrical resistance heat tape, first developed for NASA is one of the most thermally efficient methods to heat a variety of surfaces including the sample/process tubes used in the emission testing industry. Clayborn’s innovative technology including light weight Tuff-Guard outer cover, multi circuit heat trace, hi-tech insulation, and full length multi-point strain relief enabled Clayborn Lab to become the #1 HSL supplier to RATA test companies in 2015, with this success continuing ever since. Those same technologies are applied to our CEMS umbilicals which are manufactured with up to 6 heated sample lines, 6 unheated lines, and no limit on pass-through power, signal wires, or I/C’s, with choice of constant wattage (cut to fit) heat cable, high temperature self-regulated cable, or Clayborn Lab heat tracing, all in one complete package shipped in an industry leading 2-3 week timeframe. We would be happy to supply a quote within 48 hours for your review and consideration.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CLEAN HARBORS</strong></td>
<td>588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="#">www.cleanharbors.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800-645-8265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Harbors is North America’s leading provider of environmental, energy and industrial services. Customers rely on Clean Harbors to deliver a broad range of services such as end-to-end hazardous waste management, emergency spill response, industrial cleaning and maintenance, and recycling services. Through its Safety-Kleen subsidiary, Clean Harbors also is North America’s largest re-refiner and recycler of used oil and a leading provider of parts washers and environmental services to commercial, industrial and automotive customers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CUSTOM INSTRUMENTATION SERVICES CORPORATION (CISCO)
www.ciscocems.com
303-790-1000

Custom Instrumentation Services Corporation (CISCO) is a full service CEM Systems house building the highest quality Continuous Emissions Monitoring Systems (CEMS) since 1985. CISCO offers custom designed shelters (manufactured in-house); complete emissions monitoring customizing the use of analyzers and sample systems to best meet the needs of the application; CISCO’s CeDAr software is a leader in the Data Acquisition and Handling System (DAHS) market along with the highly acclaimed breez75x – CISCO’s ECMPs EDR software, CISCO also offers full environmental review with our environmental department as well as a complete line of field service offerings and analyzer repair.

DAY & ZIMMERMAN
dayzim.com
717-481-5600

Day & Zimmermann (D&Z) is the nation’s leading outage and maintenance contractor serving the power industry. We are an alliance partner focused on maintenance, modification, and construction services and offer turnkey solutions to a wide range of customers, enabling them to lower their total cost of ownership by consolidating services under one contractor. D&Z provides a single point of contact driving accountability across safety, cost, schedule, quality, and resource supply. D&Z is the No. 1 union boilermaker employer in the country according to NACBE, and has been ranked as the No. 1 O&M provider in the U.S. power industry since 2008 by Engineering News-Record. For more information, please visit www.dayzim.com

DR DAS LTD
dr-das.com
740-281-5820

DR DAS is exhibiting a cloud based, scalable data acquisition, management and reporting solution. Data from source, property line and community monitoring is acquired and economically pushed to secure servers. DR DAS provides environmental data collection, management and reporting for source emissions, air quality, meteorology, radiation, water quality, noise and vibration monitoring. DR DAS systems offer the smoothest flow of multimedia measurement data from field and facility locations to information users and secure data warehouses. Support is available for continuous and sampler based measurements plus support for baselining network operations, instrument diagnostics, preventive maintenance, data quality review and equipment inventory. Veteran owned.

DURAG
durag.com
651-471-1710

DURAG GROUP is a worldwide operating group of companies and one of the market leaders for intelligent solutions for combustion technology, environmental monitoring, gas analysis, data acquisition solutions, tunnel sensors and ambient air monitoring. Our company offers modern technology, certified equipment and reliable services tailored to the individual needs of our customers worldwide since 1948. Our devices, sensors, analyzers and digital solutions are used in the ignition and control of industrial combustion processes, for visualization and temperature analysis of thermal processes, for monitoring gases in the environment and process, for continuous emissions monitoring, or predictive emissions monitoring, and for data acquisition and reporting of emissions in accordance with legal requirements.

E

ECO PHYSICS, INC.
www.ecophysics-us.com/
734-998-1600

ECO PHYSICS is the world’s most recognized and one of the highest quality Continuous Emissions Monitoring Systems (CEMS) since 1985, ECO PHYSICS offers custom design, complete emissions monitoring, customizing the use of analyzers and sample systems to best meet the needs of the application; ECO PHYSICS’s BrEaZr software is a leader in the Data Acquisition and Handling System (DAHS) market, as well as ECO PHYSICS’s ECMPs EDR software, ECO PHYSICS also offers full environmental review with our environmental department as well as a complete line of field service offerings and analyzer repair.

ELECTRO INDUSTRIES / GAUGETECH
https://electroind.com/downloads/shark-meters/
516-334-0870 / 877-346-3837

Electro Industries/GaugeTech is a worldwide leader in sub-metering and power monitoring, manufactures products that reliably track energy usage and identify inefficiencies, while offering the latest technology in remote monitoring and self-calibration.

EMERSON
http://www.emerson.com
314-553-2000

Emerson has boldly transformed itself to create value for our customers and shareholders. With our newly energized focus on our two core business platforms — Automation Solutions and Commercial & Residential Solutions — we can confront the challenges of an increasingly complex and unpredictable marketplace from a position of strength. This allows us to drive both near- and long-term value. And retain our single-trusted-partner status with the process, industrial, commercial and residential industries.

ENABLON
www.enablond.com
312-784-5600

Enablon, a Wolters Kluwer business, is the world’s leading provider of Sustainability, EH&S and Operational Risk Management Software. More than 1,000 global companies and 1 million users rely on Enablon solutions to manage their environmental and social performance, minimize risks and improve profitability. Enablons offers the most comprehensive platform in the industry, and is consistently recognized as a global leader and visionary.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING & TECHNOLOGY, INC. (ECT)
www.ecln.com
352-332-0444

Environmental Consulting & Technology, Inc. (ECT) serves private and public sector clients by integrating science, engineering, technology, planning and management systems to provide resourceful solutions to complex challenges. ECT delivers client service in five key practice areas, supported by a wide range of scientific, engineering and management disciplines. These practice areas include: air quality; natural resource management and permitting; performance assurance and compliance; site assessment and remediation, and water resources. Services within these areas span the power; mining; oil & gas; manufacturing and industry; land development; financial and professional sectors, as well as the government sector. ECT’s multidisciplinary teams focus on practical, cost-effective solutions to complex environmental challenges. The company’s projects range in size from small, specialty tasks to large, multidisciplinary efforts with budgets of many millions of dollars.
ERM is a leading global provider of environmental, health, safety, risk, and social impacts. For over 40 years we have been working with clients around the world and in diverse industry sectors to help them to understand and manage their environmental, health, safety, and social impacts. For over 40 years we have been working with clients across all industries, and our team of over 160 offices in over 40 countries and territories employs more than 4,700 people who work on projects around the world. ERM is committed to providing services that are consistent, professional, and of the highest quality to create value for our clients.

Environmental Liability Transfer, Inc. (ELT) is an environmental liability assumption firm providing clients with complete and final liability transfer services since 2004. With robust financial backing and a unique blend of expertise, ELT has successfully assumed over $1.5 billion USD in corporate environmental liability for its clients throughout North America. Additionally, ELT now offers a broad range of solutions for distressed real estate including real estate purchase, liability assumption, fixed-price remediation, demolition, asset recovery, and sustainable redevelopment planning.

Environmental Systems Corporation (ESC) is the leading developer of new dilution sampling instruments for low concentration PM2.5 filterable and condensable particulate (EPA OTM-37).

FREMONT MERCURY SERVICES specializes in Mercury(Hg) CEMs preventive maintenance, installation, sample system modification and other services to meet your local and EPA part 75 regulatory requirements.

GASMET TECHNOLOGIES INC. manufactures and supports a complete portfolio of high quality industrial FTIR multi-gas analyzers and accessories for industrial users worldwide. The Gasmet FTIR multi-gas analyzers provide solutions for the measurement of demanding gases such as ammonia, acid gases (HCl, HCN), VOC’s such as formaldehyde, amines and all GHG’s (CO2, N2O, CH4...). The Model DX4000 portable FTIR emissions system provides stack testers, engineers and researchers with a complete engineered package to monitor 16 key pollutants simultaneously and its very small footprint means it can be taken close to the emission source(s). Gasmet’s tune-up FTIR CEMS (CEMS) system provides cost-effective solutions for continuous demanding multigas monitoring in power, cement, incineration, carbon capture or combustion research applications.
### H

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Booth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAMER ENVIRONMENTAL</strong></td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hamer Environmental, L.P. is a small Washington based, multi-disciplinary environmental consulting firm, whose mission is to provide natural resource consulting services to industry and government. Established in 1992, Hamer Environmental L.P. provides a full range of environmental services.

### I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Booth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>IEM ENERGY CONSULTANTS LLC</strong></td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IEM Energy Consultants, LLC ("IEM") supports its clients in Asset Management, Operations, Maintenance and Management of their process plants and power generation fleet. IEM builds upon the combined success and experience of The Energy Group, PLLC and IEM Energy Consultants, Inc. These two companies combine their collective experience as independent consultants in power and energy arenas, and bring together two leaders, Mr. Jeff Fassett and Mr. Rob Shepard, who have more than 60 years of combined proven experience in the operations, maintenance, management and support of power and process facilities and related industries.

### J

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Booth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>JCT ANALYSENTECHNIK GMBH</strong></td>
<td>549</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“JCT stands for reliable transfer of sample gas from the stack to the analyzer to ensure trustworthy results”. Established in 1992 the Austrian company JCT Analysentechnik GmbH produces and provides gas conditioning components such as heated sample probes, heated sample lines, gas coolers, gas conditioning systems, gas converters and accessories as well as gas analysis systems for e.g. continuous emission (CEMS) and industrial process monitoring.

### K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Booth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>KLEINSCHMIDT ASSOCIATES</strong></td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kleinschmidt Associates performs engineering, regulatory and environmental consulting for North American energy companies and governmental agencies who strive to protect and enhance the natural environment without compromising performance. We work at the intersection of regulatory requirements, environmental science, and engineering solutions to achieve our client’s objectives. For over half a century, Kleinschmidt has continually delivered new ideas that offer practical solutions to tough problems and sensitive issues. Our goal is to bring energy, water, and the environment into balance so future generations will thrive. For more information, visit www.kleinschmidtgroup.com.
KMEA is an environmental, energy, engineering and sustainability (E3) consulting company offering professional engineering, scientific, and technical services to our clients throughout the United States and internationally since its founding in 1996. Headquartered in San Diego, California, KMEA has established a successful track record at local, state and federal levels supporting its clients as proven by our Client Quality Rating, 89% Exceptional/Very Good for projects from 2008-2018, and 100% of our Clients would recommend KMEA for future work. With ZERO lost time accidents in more than 20 years, an industry record, our team motto is “Safety is job number one.”

KRISHNAN & ASSOCIATES

Krishnan & Associates is a full service power and energy consulting firm providing marketing, market analysis, recruitment, and merger and acquisition services. We focus on providing specialized technical marketing, analytics & advisory, marketing communications, digital and social media marketing, sales, business development and global recruitment services for our clients. K&A brings vast energy industry domain expertise, a global database of energy facility decision-makers, Architect & Engineers that is utilized for our client’s benefit. Our services have been utilized by over 250 clients namely OEMs and technology providers in the energy industry.

LG SONIC BV

Since 1999, LG Sonic has been a leading international manufacturer of chemical-free algae control and biofouling prevention systems. We at LG Sonic have the mission to eliminate harmful chemicals in the water treatment industry. Therefore, we developed the MPC-Buoy. The MPC-Buoy is a floating, solar-powered system that combines real-time water quality monitoring and LG Sonic ultrasound technology to control algae in large water surfaces. Furthermore, the MPC-Buoy solution allows to reduce TSS, BOD and chemical consumption. At this moment, the system is installed in lakes and water reservoirs in, among other countries, the USA, Colombia, England, Singapore and New Zealand.

M&C TECHGROUP N.A.

M&C TechGroup NorthAmerica is the leading manufacturer, supplier and designer of gas sampling equipment and systems in the U.S. and worldwide. Providing gas phase extraction probes, sample gas coolers, pumps and filters, M&C NorthAmerica has 25 years of experience in engineering custom sampling equipment and conditioning systems for both regulatory compliance and process monitoring applications. M&C also supplies gas analysis equipment including the GenTwo oxygen and multi-gas analyzers and the AIROPTIC™ laser analyzer. Led by a team of experienced engineers, M&C provides innovative technical solutions to solve individual application challenges throughout the world.

MISSISSIPPI LIME COMPANY

Mississippi Lime is a leading supplier of hydrated lime for Dry Sorbent Injection applications. Through the years, our company has supported the DSI industry through high-quality product, sponsorship of test programs, technical service, and research and development. Mississippi Lime’s High Reactivity Hydrated Lime and HRH-64 are enhanced hydrated limes that offer improved utilization, lower emissions, and operational improvements. The high-performing, rapid-reacting HR Hydrate has proven benefits to Utilities with pre-APH and pre-SCR injection applications. We also offer high-purity quicklime for Spray Dry Absorbers and Circulating Dry Scrubbers. Mississippi Lime production facilities are located in Ste. Genevieve MO, Vicksburg MS, Verona KY, Weirton WV, Chester SC, and Mobile AL.

MKS INSTRUMENTS, INC.

MKS Instruments is a global provider of instruments, subsystems and process control solutions that measure, monitor, deliver, analyze, power and control critical parameters of advanced manufacturing processes to improve process performance and productivity for our customers. Additional information can be found at www.mksinst.com.

MONTROSE ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP

Montrose Air Quality Services (MAQS) is one of the nation’s largest providers of air quality measurement services. With our extensive range of air testing and monitoring capabilities, national network, expert teams, unparalleled regulatory experience, and leading-edge technology, MAQS offers the best-in-class in air testing services.

MORSE WATCHMAN

Control the Keys, Control the Fleet.

Morse Watchman, the security industry’s leading provider of key control, introduces KeyWatcher Fleet. Based on the proven hardware of the KeyWatcher, Fleet’s software was designed from the ground up to account and manage all user and keys in the fleet. Report on Optimization, Vehicle Reports and more with the click of a mouse.
MRU INSTRUMENTS
mru-instruments.com
832-230-0155
MRU Instruments has been providing innovative handheld, portable and stationary measuring solutions for combustion, emissions, and biogas analytics for over 30 years. MRU’s instruments are designed and manufactured in Germany. Support, service, and calibrations are handled from the Houston location, where a strong reputation has been established by providing fast and reliable customer service. For more information please visit, mru-instruments.com.

NAES
www.naes.com
425.961.4700
NAES is an independent services company dedicated to delivering value to facilities across the power generation, oil & gas, petrochemical, and pulp & paper industries. For 35 years, we have drawn on our expertise in operations, maintenance, fabrication, construction and engineering to build, operate and maintain facilities that run safely, reliably and cost-effectively. We currently operate over 150 power plants across the U.S., Canada and Mexico. With the strength of 4,000 people, our growing family of companies – E3 Consulting, Greenberry Industrial, Gridforce Energy Management, Olsson Industrial Electric, PurEnergy and NAES Power Contractors – now addresses the entire life cycle of power and industrial plants.

NATIONAL ENERGY TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY (NETL)
netl.doe.gov/
412-386-4984
The National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) is part of the U.S. Department of Energy national laboratory system. NETL implements a broad spectrum of energy and environmental research and development programs, enabling domestic coal, natural gas, and oil to economically power our Nation’s homes, industries, businesses, and transportation. NETL has expertise in coal, natural gas, and all technologies; contract and project management; analysis of energy systems; and international energy issues.

NEXUS SOLUTIONS, INC.
nexusi.com
519-649-6100
Nexus Solutions is a leading provider of Data Acquisition Systems (DAS) for the Continuous Emissions Monitoring (CEM) market. Our solid industrial experience in plant process control systems and profound knowledge of regulatory requirements ensure that our CEM DAS products meet your reporting requirements. The OPC Specifications are at the core of all of our products. Nexus Solutions’ leading edge OPC application solutions make certain that our products are ready to meet your connectivity needs via open standards. CEMView is our flagship CEM DAS product line and it is a best choice for Continuous Emissions Monitoring and Reporting for Regulatory Compliance applications in more than 35 countries including Asia, Canada, Europe, Mexico, the Middle East, South America, and USA.

POLYSTAR CONTAINMENT
www.polystarcontainment.com
234-678-9020
Polystar Containment Manufactures and Installs Custom spill prevention systems satisfying all SPCC Requirements. We specialize in Rail Pans, Truck Pads, Transformer Dikes, AST Walls & 4Hour Fire Rated Containment Storage Buildings. While handling spills of Any Size and Scope, we offer Custom, Turn Key Containment Solutions for All your Projects.

POWER ENGINEERS, INC.
powereng.com
208-288-6100
POWER Engineers is a global consulting firm specializing in the delivery of integrated solutions for our clients. POWER Engineers offers complete multidisciplinary engineering, environmental and program management services. Founded in 1976, it is an employee-owned company with more than 2,500 employees and 45 offices throughout the United States and abroad.

PRAXAIR, INC.
www.praxair.com
877-PRAXAIR
As North America’s largest and only fully integrated supplier of industrial and specialty gases, surface coatings and equipment, Praxair has the products, services and expertise to help you accurately measure and control your power plant emissions. Praxair offers a full line of CEM calibration gases, an SPS supply program, low-cost NOx reduction for coal boilers, and on-site activated-carbon production for mercury control. Praxair’s highly responsive Customer Care Center has the technical expertise to offer integrated solutions based on customer specific requirements. Praxair uses its innovative technology, product and distribution capabilities to provide reliable, cost-effective product supply to the energy sector. Just one way Praxair is making our planet more productive.

PS ANALYTICAL
www.psanalytical.com
+44 1 689 891211
PS Analytical specialises in the determination and speciation of mercury and the hydride forming elements in Environmental, Petrochemical and Industrial applications. With offices in the UK, USA and Australia and a worldwide network of distributors supported by our in-house team of experts and continuous research and development programmes. Our on-line analysers and continuous emissions monitors provide measurement data and control for mercury determination and removal systems. These AFS systems form the basis of various EPA, ASTM, ISO, BSI and EN official standards. Providing complete solutions from sampling through to measurement systems, specializing in tailoring instrumentation for individual customer requirements.
R

**QLIK**

firmgraphs.com
510-671-0373

Qlik helps enterprises around the world move faster, work smarter, and lead the way forward with an end-to-end solution for getting value out of data. Our platform is the only one on the market that allows for open-ended, curiosity-driven exploration, giving everyone – at any skill level – the ability to make real discoveries that lead to real outcomes and transformative changes.

**RENEWGEO (UC-WON)**

renewgeo.com
775-473-9990

RenewGeo (renewgeo.com) is the branding for the proprietary process called Solar Augmented Geothermal Energy where solar heat is stored in the ground to create 24 / 7 sustainable geothermal produced electrical power. One of the advantages for RenewGeo technology is to repurpose existing geothermal wells that are not commercially viable or abandoned oil / gas fields for solar charged geothermal power production. From energy in the sky to power reserves in the ground, this technology expands where we site geothermal and is a disruptive energy innovation.

**S**

**RENOX**

www.ReNOX-us.com
513-562-1818

ReNOX Inc. in partnership with Laborelec ENGIE, a global independent laboratory and energy service provider for the past 55 years, has begun operations in North America. Our 25 years’ of experience in expert environmental services using DeNOx technologies has already led Laborelec-ENGIE to be the largest independent SCR specialist in the world. With our custom new options for DeNOx catalyst from multiple sources around the world, couple with comprehensive in-house testing capability, reactor inspection and in-situ high-performance cleaning ReNOX is now in the unique position of being the go-to independent partner for integrated SCR management services.

**RPM SOLUTIONS**

www.RPMSolve.com
800-270-3102

RPM Solutions LLC is a provider of site reclamation, separation and Energy Waste Management Services. RPM’s production methodologies include asset recovery, material handling systems, excavation, dewatering solutions, and site restoration services. RPM uses extensive experience in the design and engineering of dewatering and separation systems, combined with unique and deep experience in the Domestic Utility Industry to ensure proper and efficient reclamation solutions tailored to our Customer’s needs. RPM Solutions offers turn-key site reclamation and ash management plans to reduce environmental impact and eliminate unnecessary costs. At RPM we are motivated to provide U.S. Utilities with cutting edge technologies to solve some of the most pressing issues confronting them today. We design customized solutions for each and every job, driven by scripted environmental standards for ash management and coal yard reclamation.

**SEMI-BULK SYSTEMS, INC.**

www.semi-bulk.com
636-343-4500

Semi-Bulk Systems is a world-class provider of modular engineered process solutions involving dry ingredient handling and dry/liquid mixing systems for manufacturers of Sanitary and Industrial products. Using state-of-the-art solutions, Semi-Bulk Systems can help you optimize process efficiencies and achieve lower manufacturing costs – allowing you to compete more effectively in today’s fierce competitive environment. How do we do it? Our professional engineering team works closely with your team at every stage. First, we evaluate your existing or planned processes, review your complete short- and long-term corporate needs, and develop the best process solution to address all your operating criteria. We then implement your process operation by initiating the manufacturing phase of your system, including installation and start-up.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Booth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNEI BIOLOGICAL</td>
<td>488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.snei.com">www.snei.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNEI is an environmental consulting firm with offices in Las Vegas, Nevada and Victorville, California. Our team of degreed biologists are in-house trained to provide mitigation services for sensitive, threatened, and endangered species in the Mojave Desert, with emphasis on the desert tortoise and migratory birds on both small and large-scale construction projects. SNEIs over 25 years of experience working with large utility companies, private contractors, and Federal, State, and local governments. SNEI holds certification through the CPUC as a women/minority business enterprise (WMBE) and through NDOT as a disadvantage business enterprise (DBE).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| SOFTINWAY                  | 360   |
| [http://www.softinway.com](http://www.softinway.com) | 781-685-4942 |
| SoftinWay is a global R&D engineering company specializing in the development of efficient turbomachinery and power plants by offering consulting services, training, and its commercial software platform AxSTREAM® for design, analysis and optimization of flow paths, thermodynamic cycles, secondary flow calculations, and rotor dynamics. |

| SOLAR LIGHT FOR AFRICA     | 381   |
| [solartlightforafrica.org](http://solartlightforafrica.org) | charlene@solarlightforafrica.org |
| Solar Light for Africa, Ltd. (SLA) is a non-profit 501(c)(3) Christian organization whose mission is to transform lives and empower the people of Africa by providing light and energy using the natural power of the sun. The SLA goal is to educate the public on the advantages of renewable energy for the benefit of impoverished communities throughout the world. SLA Objectives: Relieve impacts of extreme poverty by facilitating the provision of solar energy to those in need; Decrease environmental degradation by replacing noxious fumes from kerosene lanterns with a clean, sustainable source of energy; Improve health for rural citizens through provision of clean water, medical equipment, and refrigeration at health clinics; Facilitate the use of 21st century technologies to support solar electrification activities for economic development, including cell phone charging and computer/internet access; Provide increased educational opportunities for rural communities providing for night-time study and tutoring for students, and increased income for educators/tutors; Advancing the education of the public in matters relating to solar energy, climate change, and environmental protection. |

| SOLAR TURBINES             | 355   |
| [www.solarturbines.com](http://www.solarturbines.com) | 619-544-5352 |
| Solar Turbines offers complete gas turbine power plant solutions, tailored to your power and heat/cooling requirements. We are a leading producer of industrial gas turbines and turbomachinery products. These turbine driven generator sets are designed for base load electricity, combined heat and power, combined cycle, dispersed power, and peak shaving applications. For quick power solutions, Solar Turbines also offers mobile power units. These units can be easily relocated and are designed for quick installation. For information about our gas turbines, contact Solar Turbines at infocorp@solarturbines.com, call +1 (619) 544-5352, or visit www.solarturbines.com. |

| SPECTRUM SYSTEMS, INC.      | 476   |
| [www.spectrumsystems.com](http://www.spectrumsystems.com) | 512-250-7902 |
| Spectrum provides CEMS systems, services, software and spare parts. We are experts in designing compliance and process control CEMS and mobile testing systems. Ongoing services include maintenance, training, repair, calibration and stack testing. Spectrum Systems was the first tester to certify a CEMS in accordance with 40CFR75s and can provide an array of tests required by 40CFR 60, 63, and 72. Spectrum also operates a full depel-dev level lab with the ability to repair and refurbish most major CEMS analyzer and monitor brands. In 2018 ESC acquired Spectrum Systems we are exhibiting together in booths 474 & 476, stop by and say hello! |

| STI CEMS                   | 688   |
| [www.sticems.com](http://www.sticems.com) | 479-637-2696 |
| STI CEMS is your old friend in the CEMS business. STI is one of the oldest names in CEMS. We make transparency, support, and personal relationships with our clients, vendors, and staff a top priority. We’re confident this is why we’ve been around for a while and why our clients stick around for years. |

| STM ECOSYSTEMS             | 457   |
| [www.stmecosystems.com](http://www.stmecosystems.com) | 609.644.3797 |
| With 35 years of gas cleaning systems experience, STM is a pioneer in on-site sodium sorbent milling, with over 500 mills in operation. An experienced supplier of turn-key systems, STM-ES specializes in the removal of acid gasses and other pollutants with activated carbon and dry sorbent injection, with and without sorbent mills, for various industries, including incineration, cement, steel, power, industrial boilers, foundries, furnaces. |

| SUBSTATION ELECTRICAL CONTROL, INC. | 454 |
| [www.secincorp.com](http://www.secincorp.com) | 217-305-4545 |
| We manufacture high quality control panels & enclosures with quick lead times while always determined to be at the highest level of quality assurance. Offering custom design & expert craftsmanship on all of our wired panels and enclosures followed by professional testing. Always looking to meet all the needs of our customers we offer pre-terminated fiber optic cabling, bulk cable, and all electrical components that may be needed to ensure your project will succeed. |

| SUPER INSULATED GREEN BUILDING TECHNOLOGIES | 372 |
| [www.sigbt.com](http://www.sigbt.com) | 928-225-3225 |
| Super Insulated Green Building Technologies LLC is an Arizona-based business with the goal of developing high-insulation, cost-effective construction materials. With two years of R & D with the University of California Merced, we have developed a building block which transforms low grade wood waste into load-bearing structural insulated products for use in the construction of energy efficient homes and commercial buildings, and cellulose-based 3D printed structural products. Our strategy is to locate manufacturing facilities close to Forest service sources of small diameter thinning waste not currently utilized for milled timber, assisting forest restoration and assisting with fire-safe re-building in the intermountain West. |
SUPERLOK USA
SuperLockUSA.com
805-688-2043
SuperLock Instrumentation Fittings and Valves set the bar for surface finish, ease of installation, and machining technology. Our numerous certifications such as: ISO 9001 CERT, NUCLEAR N STAMP, TUV CERT, GL CERT, LLOYDS REGISTRY CERT, DNV CERT, CNG BALL VALVE and others are testament to our high quality product line. We truly believe our product line is the best in the industry! We currently stock inventory well into the thousands on individual items supporting our entire USA Distributor Network. Our highly knowledgeable team is technically capable and eager to answer any questions. We can cross reference any other fitting manufacturer’s part numbers and provide an immediate quote. Need a part after hours or on a weekend? No problem, we will make it happen!

TELEDYNE API
www.teledyne-api.com
+1-858-657-9800
Teledyne API (TAPI) is a global leader in the design and manufacture of precision air quality and industrial gas monitoring instrumentation located in San Diego, California, USA. Our instruments are used worldwide in ambient air quality monitoring systems (AQMS), continuous emissions monitoring systems (CEMS), and industrial process applications. Our analyzers comply with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), European Union (EU), and other global regulatory agencies for the measurement of criteria pollutants including NOx, SO2, CO, O3, PM10 & PM2.5. Through consistent measurement of criteria pollutants including NOx, SO2, CO, O3, PM10 & PM2.5. Through consistent

TRACE ENVIRONMENTAL
www.traceenv.com
Trace Environmental provides a fully EPA compliant suite of products and services for the continuous emissions monitoring market. We design and integrate custom Continuous Emissions Monitoring Systems (CEMS) to meet all regulatory requirements. Trace also has many successful installations of our fully EPA compliant Predictive Emissions Monitoring System (PEMS). Our latest generation Data Acquisition System (DAHS) is WebDAAS2K. Not only is WebDAAS2K web based but it is also end user configurable and self-documenting! The Trace line of data acquisition systems have always specialized in handling the most complex air permits with accuracy and transparency.

TRACHTE LLC
www.trachteusa.com
608-835-5707
Trachte LLC Manufactures high quality pre-assembled,(Modular) steel buildings to protect electrical and mechanical equipment assets in Power Transmission and Distribution, Oil, Gas, Pollution Control, Mining, and Industrial Applications. Telecom and Transportation. We have a century of experience delivering high value products and services.

TRC COMPANIES, INC.
www.trcsolutions.com
978-970-5600
A pioneer in groundbreaking scientific and engineering developments since the 1960s, TRC is a national engineering, consulting and construction management firm providing integrated services to the power, oil and gas, environmental and infrastructure markets. We serve a broad range of clients in government and industry, implementing complex projects from initial concept to operations. TRC has over 4,000 technical professionals and support personnel at more than 120 offices throughout the U.S. Our clients depend on TRC’s multidisciplinary teams to design solutions to their toughest business challenges in the energy, environmental and infrastructure markets. Visit www.trcsolutions.com for more information.

TRINITY CONSULTANTS
www.trinityconsultants.com
800-229-6655
Founded in 1974, Trinity Consultants® is an international consulting company that assists regulated organizations with environmental permitting and compliance management as well as Broader environmental performance issues such as sustainability, climate change, product lifecycle analysis, and ISO 14000 /EMS. Trinity provides technology solutions such as EHS information management systems and BREEE® environmental modeling software that is used by environmental professionals to predict the impact of air, emissions, and explosions. Trinity provides extensive EHS professional training and EHS technical staffing assistance. SafeBridge Consultants®, a Trinity Consultants company, provides toxicology and industrial hygiene services to the life sciences industries.

U.S. DOE
http://energy.gov/fe/
202-586-6660
The U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Fossil Energy plays a key role in helping the United States meet its continually growing need for secure, reasonably priced and environmentally sound fossil energy supplies. Put simply, FE’s primary mission is to ensure the nation can continue to rely on traditional resources for clean, secure and affordable energy while enhancing environmental protection.
Leading the way in aluminum electrolytic capacitor technology United Chemi-Con, a wholly owned subsidiary of Nippon Chemi-Con, was established in the United States in 1970. The company is the largest manufacturer and supplier of aluminum electrolytic capacitors in North America, with more than 8,000 unique products available. United Chemi-Con is headquartered in Rolling Meadows, Ill., with manufacturing and warehouse facilities located in Buena Park, Calif., and Lansing, N.C. This—combined with our sales, service and field engineering support throughout the country—ensures customers are met with a superior level of customer service. To suit the industry’s ever-changing needs, United Chemi-Con is continuously developing and introducing an array of new products. Additionally, our stringent, regulation-compliant environmental policy strives to minimize our—and our customers’—carbon footprint. So we can promote advanced technology—and protect the planet.

United Conveyors Corporation (UCC) is a global leader in material handling and environmental solutions for the power generation industry. UCC offers the most comprehensive portfolio of technologies and systems to improve plant performance and to help ensure environmental compliance. Our expertise in pneumatic, mechanical, vibratory, hydraulic and multi-pollutant control technologies results in delivering the right solution for each unique application.

Universal Analyzers produces gas sample extraction, transport and conditioning systems for CEM and process measurement. As part of the AMETEK Thermal Process Management business unit which includes O'Brien we can now coordinate the interface between the sample probe, the heated sample line, the sample gas cooler and the balance of conditioning components so that all required connections are provided in a single package. We can simplify your emissions and process gas sample measurements from the extraction point to the analyzer.

The University of Maryland’s A. James Clark School of Engineering is a premier program, ranked among the top 20 in the world. Located just a few miles from Washington, D.C., the Clark School is at the center of a constellation of high-tech companies and federal laboratories, offering students and faculty access to unique professional opportunities. Through the Clark School of Engineering working engineers and technical professionals can earn their graduate degree on a part-time basis through the Professional Master of Engineering program.

Yorke Engineering, LLC has assisted over 850 customers with their Air Quality and Environmental compliance, engineering, and permitting issues. Our philosophy is to efficiently help Government and Industrial customers with the complex array of Environmental rules and regulations issued by the local, state and federal agencies. From simple permits to complex agency negotiations, from small companies to the largest of California’s organizations, Yorke Engineering has successfully helped solve our clients’ Air Quality and Environmental issues in a cost effective and efficient manner. Our staff of 40 technical specialists has over 650 years of combined environmental experience and consists of engineers that specialize in Air Quality, Waste, Water, CEQA, and Safety.
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